AUTOMATIC LOADING STRETCHER

- **34055 AUTOMATIC LOADING STRETCHER**
  Automatic stretcher to load and unload patients from emergency vehicles, can be moved by only one person. Specially designed with roll-in system to easily load and unload patients from emergency vehicle without lifting them. Legs fold under cot automatically as stretcher is rolled into the vehicle. Lock-in operating position as cot is removed from vehicle, left-hand and right-hand control levers unlock front and back legs respectively so as to be folded when cot is loaded. Polyethylene covered legs allow cot to roll smoothly in and out of vehicle. Mattress, belts, side rails and fixing devices are included.

  **TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**
  - Size: 190x54x90 cm
  - Weight: 40 kg
  - Load: 159 kg

- **34056 MULTIPOSITION AUTO STRETCHER**
  Multifunctional automatic stretcher with adjustable positioning system, easily adjustable to the position required during emergency treatments in combination with ambulance. The stretcher can bend through 6 different grades, forwards or backwards. The back of the stretcher is fixed by pneumatic springs moving in the range of 0 to 60 degrees, also equipped by front and back fixed supports. It can be locked into place inside ambulance at proper position. Mattress, belts, side rails, I.V. stand and fixing devices are included.

  **TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**
  - Maximum size (LxWxH): 198x53x98 cm
  - Minimum size (LxWxH): 198x53x34 cm
  - Load: 159 kg
  - Net weight: 40 kg
  - Maximum angle of leaning forwards: 11 degrees
  - Maximum angle of leaning backwards: 25 degrees
  - The height scope of touching down (6 grades): 98 cm - 94 cm - 87 cm - 77 cm - 60 cm - 34 cm

CARRERA SELF LOADING STRETCHER

- **34062 CARRERA SELF LOADING STRETCHER**
  - loading height 44-60 cm - yellow/black

- **34063 CARRERA SELF LOADING STRETCHER**
  - loading height 54-70 cm - yellow/black

The Carrera cot is a one-piece /one-man stretcher trolley. The platform is available with a semi-automatic backrest lifting system. Sidebars have a built-in mechanism to avoid pinching of sheets and for added safety to the patient. Easy to clean and to load onto the vehicle for the single operator, thanks to the "Back-saving self effect" and to the "self-assist" system integrated in the pistons. Bigger wheels (Ø 200 mm) for added stability (2 with brake)

- **34064 ENDURO MULTI-LEVEL STRETCHER**
  - with Fowler position - chrome/black

The Enduro multi-level cot is a simple stretcher trolley ideal for use in Hospitals and easy to handle for the operators. It has an X-frame stretcher with 8 different adjustable positions. A special alloy for the frame and HDPE for the board are a guarantee of quality and flexible endurance. The board is equipped with a semi-automatic telescopic backrest lifting system and allows for Trendelenburg positioning of the patient. It is possible to order model with boards that also bend into Fowler position. Sidebars have a built-in mechanism to avoid pinching of sheets and for added safety to the patient. Fully welded it is guaranteed to be a strong companion. Bigger wheels for added stability and an extraordinary weight load capacity of approximately 250 kg. Weight: 45 kg.

**ACCESSORIES FOR SELF-LOADING STRETCHER AND MULTI-LEVEL STRETCHER**

- **34066** Mattress - orange (for 34064, 34065) 185 x 50 x 8 cm
- **34067** Two pieces belt with metal hook
- **34068** Front blocking
- **34069** Back blocking